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Consider the free algebra KHn e K(X,, X, ,..., X,), where K is a field of 
characteristic p > 0. It is the main purpose of this paper to show that one of 
the fundamental theorems in the theory of sequences of divided powers in 
cocommutative, irreducible Hopf algebras-that it is possible to give KHn a 
Hopf algebra structure in which, for 0 < i < n, the Xi are the p’th terms in a 
sequence of divided powers-is an elementary consequence of the Poincare- 
Birkhoff-Witt theorem of universal enveloping algebras. (“x = 1, lx,..., ‘x is 
defined to be a sequence of divided powers [of length t] if, for 0 < i < t, 
ix = -yj,,jx 0 i-ix.) Similar theorems appear in [8, Theorem 2, p. 521; 2, 
Theorem 5.4, pp. 13-141, but both proofs are substantially more complex 
and abstract. (Recently an elegant proof using relative Hopf modules has 
appeared in [9].) We also show how one could explicitly construct such a 
sequence of divided powers in KH,,. For the commutative case see [5]. For 
definitions see [7]. 
We will initially work over Z,, the localization of the integers at (p), and 
will assume that we have inductively given H, E 2,(X0,X, ,..., X,,) a Hopf 
algebra structure such that. for 0 < i < n - 1, the Xi are the pith terms in a 
sequence of homogeneous divided powers of length p” - 1 and have defined 
AX, so that it is the p”th term in this sequence. (Homogeneous with respect 
to the grading defined below.) We will show that it is possible to extend this 
sequence to one of length p”+ ’ - 1 with homogeneous elements. 
We place the standard Hopf algebra grading on H,, i.e., the one generated 
by grad(+) = p’. We also place a partial order on the monomials of H, as 
follows: If M is a monomial in H,, let q,(M) = the number of factors of Xi 
in M. Then M, < M, if 3 k > 0 such that oi(M,) = oi(M2) Vi > k and 
p&M,) < y&V*). M, and M, are incomparable, if M, # M,, but rp,(M,) = 
cpi(M,) Vi > 0. A polynomial all of whose terms are incomparable will be 
called isobaric. (Clearly isobaric polynomials are homogeneous.) We will use 
the notation M, GM, to mean either that M, is less than M, or that M, 
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equals M, or that M, and M, are incomparable. M, > Mz will have the 
symmetric definition. Note that this partial order is preserved by 
multiplication. 
We expand this partially ordered set to m-fold tensor products (any m) by 
letting pi(M, 0 M, @ a.. 0 Mm) = zj qi(mj). Since 
A,X,= (Xi@ 10 . . . @ 1) 
plus terms less than Xi @ 1 @ . -. 0 1 and since multiplication preserves the 
partial order, d,- r M, for any monomial M, will be the sum of tensor 
products incomparable to and less than A4. Observe that if each variable in 
M were replaced by a primitive, then A,-, M would be precisely the sum of 
the tensors incomparable to M. 
Define V to be the Hopf algebra endomorphism on H,, that is generated by 
xi+xi-19 Vi > 0, and X,, -+ 0. Note that V preserves the partial order. 
Also let F = “raising to the pth power,” and B = V o F. 
A few preliminary lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. In any irreducible, cocommutative Hopf algebra over the 
rational numbers, any sequence of divided powers can be extended. 
Proof Follows immediately from [ 1, Theorem 8, p. 141. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let M be a term in a polynomial P and, for some r, let T be a 
term in A,M, such that T and M are incomparable. Choose i, j > 0 such 
that: 
(i) t, the coeflcient of T in ArP, is in Z,[l/p’]; 
(ii) V N, > M, N, # M, the product of ii,, the coeflcient of N, in P, 
and n,, the coeflcient of T in ArN,, is in Z&l/p’]; 
(iii) m, the coeficient of T in A,M, is in Zp - $“lZp. 
Then rii, the coeflcient of M in P, is in Zp[ ,/pi”]. 
Proof As has already been noted T can appear in A,N, only if N, > M. 
Thus t = mr?i + C n,ti, which implies by (i) and (ii) that mlii E Z,[ l/p’]. The 
conclusion then follows from (iii). I 
LEMMA 3. Let 9 = (Mi} be a basis of Hz s {x E H,, 1 E(X) = 0}, such 
that V(Mi) E .9 or V(M,) = 0 V i. Then the coeflcient of My1 in A,_, Mj will 
be in pZ, if and only if V(M,) # M,. (Mtpl is the p-fold tensor product of M 
with itself ) 
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Proof: Clearly the natural ring epimorphism Z, + F, when extended to 
y: Z,(&...,X,) -, FpF,(&,..., X,> 
will preserve coalgebra structures. 
Let Y be the endomorphism of F,,(Xo ,..., X,) defined by composing d,- i, 
with the linear map on the p-fold symmetric algebra of F,(X,,,..., X,,) to 
Fp(&,..., X,) which maps basis elements of the form My1 to Mi and other 
basis elements to 0. By [3, Proposition 4.1.9, p. 2821 Y will map X, +Xi-, 
when i > 0 and X,, + 0, that is, 7 agrees with V, or more precisely Y 0 w = 
ij/ o V. Thus MIpl must disappear under I,V Ip1 if V(Mj) # Mi, i.e., its coef- 
ficient is in PZp. I 
Below we will find it convenient o consider the Lie algebra K&n generated 
by the Xi in X(X, ,..., X,,), K a commutative ring with identity. (K(X,,,..., X,), 
will be denoted KHn, except that when K = Zp we will use J$ and H, .) As 
an algebra KHn is the universal enveloping algebra of KJQn, so by the 
Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem [5, Lemma 4.5, p. L.A. 3.61, if { Y~}~,, is a 
basis of d’, and I is well-ordered, then a basis of KHn will be products of the 
form 1 Yi, Yi, - -. ylm 1 i, < i, < - - - < i,}. We will call such a basis a PBW 
basis. It is not difficult to see that it is possible to select a basis of d that is 
isobaric and has the property that V applied to a basis element is either in 
the basis or 0. Further it is clear that the PBW basis it generates will also 
have this property. 
A final definition. The top of a polynomial will designate the sum (with 
coefficients) of the largest terms in P. 
LEMMA 4. (a) If L E 4” is isobaric, then 3 a homogeneous primitive 
P E &Z, such that L equals the top of P. 
(b:) If, in addition, L is actually in J”, that is, has coeflcients in Zp, 
then P can be chosen so that, for every i, all monomials greater than B’(L) 
will have coeflcients in Z,[ l/p’-‘]. 
(c) If, finally, L & pz,~n, then for all i, the coeflcknt in P of 
B’(L) @ Zp[ l/p’-‘]. 
Proof. (a) It is easy to check that within a Hopf algebra every element 
in a Lie algebra generated by any set of primitives is primitive. Thus, if we 
replace each variable of L by a primitive, the result will be a primitive. By 
Lemma 1, for each i, the sequence of divided powers that Xi extends can also 
be extended by a homogeneous element S, in &Z-i. Then {X, - S,};t=, will 
be a set of homogeneous primitives and if we replace each X, in L by X, - Si 
we will obtain a homogeneous primitive in &,, with top L. 
(b) Pick an isobaric basis 9 = ( yi}iE, in &‘,, such that 
V(g) c ,J?? U (0) and extending parameters to Q write P, the primitive found 
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in (a), in terms of the PBW basis of ,H, that .iip generates. Let M be the 
largest basis element whose coefficient in P does not satisfy (b). We will 
show that, without affecting terms larger than or incomparable to M, it is 
possible to modify P so that the coefficient of M will satisfy (b). Thus, in a 
finite number of steps, the primitive required in (b) can be constructed. 
We consider four possible cases that the form of M could take when it is 
written in terms of .%. 
Case 1. M = nJ=i yij with two or more yij distinct. AM contains with 
coefficient 1 the term T = yf, @ mEI+, yij where t is the number of factors 
of yi, in M. Assume M > B’(L). Then referring to the hypotheses of 
Lemma 2: (i) Since P is a primitive, T has coefficient 0 in AP. (ii) By 
induction hypothesis if N, > M, then the coefftcient of N, in P is in 
Z,[ l/p’-‘]. By construction each AX, E H, OH,, which implies that 
AN,EH,OH,, that is, the coefficient of T in AN, is in Zp. Thus 
n,if, E Z,[ l/p’-‘]. If N, is incomparable to M, assume N, = nJ1, yicj. Then 
the top of AN, will be the sum of terms of the form 
jEJ isI,,-J 
where J is a subset of I,, = [ 1, s’] and where in each product the yij respect 
the well-ordering of 9’. As the set (with repetition) of yij appearing in each 
element of a PBW basis is unique, it is clear that none of the terms in AN, 
equals T, that is, the coefficient of T in AN, is 0. (This is the only point at 
which we need the Poincare - Birkhoff-Witt theorem.) Thus again 
n@, E Zp. (iii) The coefficient of T in AM is 1. 
Thus by Lemma 2, we may conclude that the coefficient of M is in 
Zp[ l/p’-‘], which contradicts our selection of M. 
Case 2. M is of the form J$ where t is not a power of p. 
Since t is not a power of p, 3 m such that pj (h). Then considering T = 
J$” 0 y,‘-” we obtain the same contradiction as in Case 1 except hat in (iii) 
the coefficient of T in AM is (k). 
Case 3. M is of the form J$“, r,_>, 0. 
A,-,M contains the term (y$’ ) tpl = T. Again we use Lemma 2 and 
assume M > B’(L). 
(i) The coefficient of T in A,P is 0. 
(ii) By induction )h~ coefficient of N, > M is in Z,[ l/p’-‘] and by 
Lemma 3, if V(N,) # J$’ , the coefficient of T in A,-, N, will be in pZ,. 
Thus in this casre_p,n; E Zp[ l/p’-‘]. 
If l’(N,) = rf , then B(N,) = M and N, > B’-‘(L), that is, the coefficient 
of N, will be in Z,[ l/p’-‘] and again nln; E Z,[ l/p’-‘]. 
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A gi;, It is straightforward to compute that the coefftcient of T in 
P-l 
‘! 
((pp-‘)!)” E pz, - p’zp. 
Thus using Lemma 2 with i replaced by i - 2 and j by 1, we find that the 
coefficient of M in P is in Z,[ l/p’-‘], again contradicting the selection of 
il4. We are left with: 
Case 4. M = a Lie element. 
By Part (a) there is a homogeneous primitive in ,H, with top M. 
Subtracting this primitive from P will not affect the fact that P is a primitive, 
but will modify P in the desired way. (Note: We may be introducing 
undesired coeffkients to P below M, but they can be eliminated later in the 
induction.) 
(c) The proof of (c) is similar to Case 3 of (b). Assume inductively 
that for r < i the coefficient of B’(L) is not in Z,[l/p’-‘1. We consider the 
coefficient of T = (( Vi(L))“‘-‘)[pl in d p- ,P. By (b) all the n,ti, summing to 
the coefficient of T are in Z,[l/p’-‘1, except the product contributed by 
B’-‘(L) which is the coefficient of B’-‘(L) in P, and therefore by induction 
not in Z,[ l/p’-‘]. Since the coefficient of T in d,- ,B’(L) is in pZ, - p’Z,, 
the coefficient of B’(L) in P cannot be in Z,[ l/p’-‘]. fl 
THEOREM 5. Any sequence of homogeneous divided powers of length 
r<p”i-’ - 1 in H,, that has as its p”th term X,,, can be extended in H, by a 
homogeneous element. 
Proof: Let the sequence be 
Ox= 1, ‘x=x0, 2X,..., Px = x, ) p+ ‘x )...) P”x = x, )...) rx. 
By Lemma 1, 3 a homogeneous extension P in ,H,. We will show that by 
adding primitives we can modify P so that it is in H,. As in the previous 
lemma start by rewriting P in terms of the PBW basis generated by 9 (9 
defined in the proof of Lemma 4b). Let M be the largest basis element whose 
coeffkient in P is not in Z,. We consider the same four cases as in the 
lemma. As before, Cases 1 and 2 are impossible, though two minor changes 
in the proof are required. The first is that the coefficient of T in AP will not 
in general be 0. But it will be in Z, as AP = Xi=0 ‘x 0 ‘-ix and each 
ix E H,. The second is that here the induction hypothesis assumes that all 
N, > M are in H,, , so we may conclude that the coeffkient of M must be in 
ZP* 
Case 4 is precisely the same as in the lemma. That is, by Lemma 4(a) we 
can find a primitive to add to P to eliminate M. Case 3 remains. So assume 
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A4 = J$. Since the coefficient of (JJP~-‘)‘“’ in A,-, M is in pZP - p’Z,, , the 
induction hypothesis and Lemma 2 imply that the coefficient of M is in 
Zp[ l/p]. Pick isobaric L 3 V(L) = Yi. (L exists by a simple argument u$g 
the grading. It is at this point that an attempt o extend the sequence to p x 
would break down. In fact no such extension exists.) Then B’(L) = yp’ and 
by Lemma 4, there exists a homogeneous primitive R with top L whose coef- 
ficient of VP’ is in Z,[ l/p’] - Z,[ l/p’-‘] and whose coefficient of N, 
VN > yp’, is in Zp[ l/p’-‘]. Thus p’-’ R will be a primitive whose coef- 
ficient of y$” is in Z,[ l/p] - Zp and whose coefficient of N for all N > yf’ is 
in Zp. As the coefficient of J$ in P is in Z,[ l/p] - Z, 3 c E Z, such that 
P - cp’-‘R will not contain yj”. Note that the terms larger than yj” have 
been changed, but still have coefficients in Zp. Thus the induction 
continues. I 
COROLLARY 6. If K is afield of char p > 0, then the free algebra KHn = 
K(X,, X, ,..., X,) can be given a Hopf algebra structure such that it contains 
a sequence of divided powers of length p”’ ’ - 1 in which V i, Xi is a pith 
divided power. 
Proof Clearly the theorem can be used to construct a sequence of 
divided powers of length p”’ ’ - 1 in H,. Then use the natural map of 
H, + kH,, to generate a diagonalization on each Xi of kH,,. 1 
Remark. From the above corollary we can construct a sequence of 
divided powers in an arbitrary cocommutative, irreducible Hopf algebra H 
over a field K of char p > 0. Start with a primitive ‘x and map kH, + H by 
X, -+ ‘x. Then the image of the sequence of divided powers of length p - 1 in 
kH1 will be a sequence of divided powers of length p - 1 in H. If we can find 
a pth divided power px to this sequence in H, the sequence can be continued 
to the p2 - 1st term by mapping ,H, -+ H via X, -+ ‘x and X2 -+ ‘x and 
taking the image of the p2 - 1 length sequence in kH2. This procedure can 
be continued indefinitely as long as p”th divided powers can be found. 1 
COROLLARY I. Let H be an irreducible, cocommutative Hopf algebra 
over K a field of char p > 0 and let X be a primitive in H contained in a 
sequence of divided powers of length p” for some n. Then x is contained in a 
sequence of length p”’ 1 - 1. 
Note. In general the given sequence cannot be extended to length 
P 
n+l - 1. 
Proof: Let Ox = 1, lx = x, *x ,..., p”x be the given sequence. For all i < p” 
we will write the ith term in this sequence as 
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where the subscripts run through all integers 1 to p” - 1 not divisible by p 
and where for each j not divisible by p: 1, ‘yj, *yj,..., ““‘jlyj will be a 
sequence of divided powers of the type constructed in the above remark. 
(Sums of this type are sequences of divided powers. Use induction on [4, 
Sublemma, pp. 28-291.) Then the sequence 1, ‘y, =x, ‘y, ,..., ““y, will 
contain x and by the remark will be extendable to length pn+’ - 1. 
Start by letting ,x = ‘yI and by using the remark to form a sequence 
“Y, = 1, lY1 Y..., p-lyl. Then define ‘y, as the primitive ‘x - 2y1 and form a 
p - 1 sequence over ‘y,, define y, as the primitive 3x - (3y, + ‘y, ‘y,), etc. 
At the pth term instead of defining a primitive, we define py, as 
px- =s 
$p 
fly1 by2 . . . iO-~yp-l. 
(It is straightforward to check that this term extends 1, ‘yr,..., p-ly,.) They, 
sequence can now be extended to p2-1y. Continuing this procedure induc- 
tively we use mx and the previously defined sequences to define “‘y, where 
p)t and tp’ = m. (Note: It could happen that ‘yj is 0 in which case “yj will 
be a primitive. This does not affect the proof.) 
To summarize, we have defined p” - p”-’ sequences of divided powers 
where the non-pth power terms are defined by the maps mentioned in the 
remark and the pth power terms are defined by a difference using the 
summation formula. I 
Within the proofs of Lemma 4 and Theorem 5, there is an algorithm for 
constructing sequences of divided powers. For example, assume that p = 2 
and that we have found the following sequence: 
Ox= 1, 
‘x=x0, 
2x=x,, 
3x = ix, x0 + gx,x, - gx; , 
4x=x2, 
sx = +x2x0 + :x,x, + -&x,x,x, - +x0x; - +x,x; 
- -&x;x, x0 - &xix, + &xi. 
By [ 1, Theorem 8, p. 141 an extension to this sequence over Q will be 
T i Om ilx hx . . . imx. 
&'~,% 
m 
481/18/l-3 
(1) 
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Substituting this becomes 
4(X*X, + X,X,) + &(-7X*X; + 5X,X,X, + 2X:X,) - ;x: 
+ &(25X:X; - 13X,X,X,X0 + sx,x;x, - 7x,x:x, 
- 3X0X,X0X, - 7X:X:) 
+ &(3X,X; + 3x,x,x; - 3x;x,x; 
- 5x:x, X0 + 2X:X,) + iXi. (2) 
We wish to modify this expression by adding primitives so that it will 
have coefficients in Z,. Starting at the “top” we note that subtracting 4 of 
the Lie element [X,, X,] =X,X, - X,X, will make the coefficients of the 
top in Z,. Now using (l), summing to 2 and 4, respectively, we find that 4X: 
is a second divided power extending Ox, ‘x and that 4X: + ~(-XIX~ + 
X,X, X0) - &Xi is a fourth divided power extending Ox, ‘x, *x, 3x. Thus 
X, - 4X: and X, - (fXi + a(-X,X: +X,X,X,) - AX:) will be primitives 
and if we replace X, by the first and X, by the second in [X,, X,] we will 
obtain the primitive 
P, E x,x, -x,x, + +(-x,x; + xix,) 
+ -&(x:x; + 2x,x:x, + 2x,x0x,x0 - 2x0x,x0x, - 3x:x:) 
+ -&(-2x,x; + x,x,x; + xix, x; - x;x,x, + xix,). 
While it is not necessary at this point, it will simplify some of the 
arithmetic if we eliminate some of the powers of two in the denominators. 
We note that if we substitute X, - (fX: + {C-X, Xi + X,X) - AXi) for X, 
in [ [X2, X0], X0] = X,X: - 2X0X,X0 + X:X, we obtain the primitive 
P, E x,x; - 2X0x,x0 + xix, + g-x:x; + 2Xox;xo -x:x:> 
+ %(x1x; - 3x,x,x; + 3x;x,x; -x;x,x,). 
And replacing X, with X, - 4X: in [[[X,, X0], X,], X0] yields the 
primitive 
P, = -x:x; + 2X,x0x,x0 - 2X0x,x0x, + xix: 
- f(X,Xi - 2X0x,x; + 2X:x,x, -x:x,>. 
Let 
P; z P, + fP, - $P3 = x,x, -x,x, -x,x,x, + xix, 
+ gx,x;x, -x,x,x,x, + 3x0x:x0 +x,x,x,x, - 4x:x:) 
+ +(-X,X, xi + x;x, Xi)* 
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Now returning to (2) we can eliminate the multiples of 2 in the 
denominators of the top two parts by adding -fPi + +P2 and obtain: 
x,x, + f(X,X*X, -xix*) - ;x; + &2x:x; +x,x,x,x, 
- SX,X;X, - 5X,X:X,, - 9X,X,X,X, + 16X:X;) 
+ -&(5X,X; + 6X,X,X; - 6X:X,X; 
- 6X;X,X,, + X:X,) + -&Xi. 
To modify the next top “bad” term we will have to use a square of 
a Lie element, namely, [x1,x,]* =x,x,x,x,-xX,x:x, -x,x:x, + 
X,X,X,X,. Note that subtracting one-sixth of this expression from the 
above will eliminate powers of 2 in the denominator of the top bad term. By 
Lemma 4 there is a primitive with top V-‘([X, ,X0]) = [X,, X,] whose coef- 
ficients down to [X, , X0] ’ are in Z, and whose coeffkient of [X, , X,] * is in 
Z,[i]. Pi satisfies these conditions and adding it to the above expression 
gives: 
x,x, - :(x,x,x, -xix,> - ix: + &(x:x; - 7x,x,x,x, 
+ 5x,x:x, + 20x,x:x, + 3x,x,x,x, - 22x:x;) 
+ &(5X,X; - 24X,X,X; 
+ 24X:X,X; - 6X;X,X,, +X:X,) + &X;. 
Finally, if we add &th of the primitive [[[[X, , X,,], X,,], X,,], X,,], we get 
the desired extension: 
x*x, - $(X,X,X, -xix,) - ix: + &(x:x; - 7x,x,x,x, 
+ sx,x;x, + 20x,x:x, + 3x0x,x,x, - 22X:x;) 
+ &(3x,x; - 14x,x,x; 
+ 15x;x,x; - 5x:x,x, +x”,x,> + &xi. 
Actually, (1) was not the best extension formula to have chosen and if 
instead we had used 
zTzr (-l)m+.hx izx . . . Lx, 
the computations would have been significantly simplified. (This is in fact, 
an extension formula, see [ 1, Theorem 10, pp. 14-151.) 
Clearly this formula will always yield coefficients in Z, if pj’t and the 
previous terms have coefftcients in Z,,. Moreover, if this formula had been 
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used to find each previous non-pth power, then all the coefficients of the next 
step will be in Z,, whenever t is less than the first multiple of p2 not a power 
of p. 
To see this let t be a non-pth power such that t < 12 ifp = 2 or t < 2p2, if 
p # 2, and assume inductively that the formula has yielded extensions with 
coefficients in Z, for all previous non-pth power terms. Then 
’ ‘+’ =- 
t i:‘, ( 
ilx ‘\’ 
I: i,Z- i, 
(-1 )mi, hx . . . imx 
) 
’ ‘+I ilx =--- 
t i:l ( i 
‘-ilx(t - iI) + 1 (- l)“i, bx . . . imx 
1 ij=r-i, 1) 
. 
In>3 
Using our assumption that the previous non-pth power terms were also 
computed by this formula, we can replace ‘-‘lx(t - iI) by 
\’ I:ijT-i (-l)“-‘i, ‘5~ ... ‘TX 
I 
It723 
when t - i, is not a pth power. This will cancel the last sum in the expression 
and we are left with 
+ 1 (-l)“i, i?~ . . . imx . 
1 ij=i, 
m>3 
By the same technique the inner sum can be reduced to 
-T 
izapthpower<t 
-i2Xbg, i2 
+ 23 (-l)“i, ij~ . . . imx . 
I;>;; 2 
Repeating recursively, one finds that any term whose right-hand factor is 
Xi will have coefficient (l/t)cp’ for some c E Z,. Thus, since t is not a 
multiple of p’, the coefficient will be in Zp whenever i > 0. 
In order to handle the i = 0 case we refine the partial order placed on 
monomials at the beginning of the paper, by saying that for previously 
incomparable M, and M,, M, < M,, if M, has more factors of X0 on the 
right than M, (e.g., X,X,X,X: ( XiX,X,X,, < X,X:X,). Assume induc- 
tively that ViV > A4, the coefficient of N is in Z,. Pick s > 0 such that 
M = RXS, and such that the right-hand factor of R is not X, and consider 
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T=R@X;. T has coeffkient 1 in AM and appears only in the 
diagonalization of monomials larger than M. Thus, by induction and 
Lemma 2, if R # 1, the coeffkient of M is in Z,. If R = 1, repeat the last 
argument with T = Xr @ Xk-“‘, where m is chosen so that p%(k). 
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